We Avatars
I am just one of the 144,000 that are always present on the planet, available for anyone, at any
time: and so, probably, are you such an avatar. We are sometimes embodied by humans, and we
sometimes embody humans – sometimes, just for a moment – and sometimes a bit more permanently
(as humans tend to see things). Sometimes, we just announce our presence by a noise, or a whisper of
wind, or the sight of an animal or bird that helps to bring humans more present and aware.
Sometimes, we are seen more openly, and we can inspire others; sometimes, we intervene
and ‘take over’ someone’s life – just for a moment – with their permission, of course: and this, our extra
presence, sometimes manifests itself in their service to others, or their dedication towards a dream, or
just in their dreams, or just a presence in their ordinary everyday lives.
Sometimes, we just sit with people who are meditating; or with people who are working to fulfil
their dream; sometimes, we just have to witness their tears, or comfort their fears, because that’s where
they are at the moment, so that they can soon carry on.
We don’t often choose people who are “great” (as in Great Lives); or “famous" (as in Famous
People); or “special” (as in Who’s Who): maybe, they already have their avatar, who is helping them and that is why they are great or special – for a moment.
Sometimes, mostly, we inhabit ordinary folk, who – maybe – then do extra-ordinary things; or
maybe we just help other humans to be a little bit more "extra-ordinary” … and become a bit more of their
true Self – more fully!
Sometimes, we do – of course – meet up with other avatars (sometimes we can recognise each
other; sometimes not): maybe we married, or had children together (in our human bodies); maybe we
just helped, or were helped by, one another – for a few moments, or for a while; maybe, they sat with our
human's therapist at a crucial moment – and we were also there; or maybe, we diverted a danger, by a
fraction, for someone else’s mortal, just as we passed; or maybe, we just met in passing, going around,
doing our work, and seeing them (noticing them) doing their work – helping others: for that’s what we
Avatars do.
We help, or inspire, or occasionally nudge, or just confront humans, people, others, to become
more of their true Selves. This is how we help; this is what we are here for; for that is what we do; and
that is all that we do.
We check out their dreams and then see what they need to do to fulfil these: to say what’s in their
hearts; to help them to clear one of their addictions – for a moment; or to encourage them to start to write
that book, play, film, poem – whatever; or maybe just to help them finish that piece of work; or maybe,
just to play - or pray - for a moment. That’s what we do - and that’s what we are here for: to help others
to become more them Selves: for that is what they are here to do.
And that is how we can help them – and us – to fulfil the Great Plan: we, Avatars.

